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The beginning of intensive studies of the radiation factor "HOT
PARTICLES" in Bulgaria is in the first days of May 1986, when
radioactive particles from the Chernobyl damaged reactor were
found. A summary of the first results on that problem is included in
the Report of the Bulgarian Committee on the Use of Atomic
Energy for Peaceful Purposes presented in November 1986 in the

W. Later this material was included without any change in
!. Currently, there are about 40 Bulgarian publications treating

different aspects of the "HOT PARTICLE" (HP) problem, but
presented unfortunately predominantly at local Conferences. For
the present Meeting we have collected these publications and we
have made additional copies of those of the papers in English.

The HP are discovered and. rediscovered several times and that is highly
surprising since if one excludes the radioactive gases and the real
radioactive solutions (those which do not contain colloidal particles and are
not suspensions) the substances which one can call radioactive are in solid
state. Sources of HPs can be different parts of the internal reactor systems
which erode under different thermal or mechanical treatments. HPs are
obtained also by filing or polishing of radioactive surfaces. The size of these
HPs is in the range from mm to urn. The spent nuclear fuel consists
actually of compressed HPs. During nuclear explosions the evaporated
radioactive materials condense on the surface of inert particles and form
radioactive aerosols. Radioactive solutions can escape during accidents and
dust of HPs is formed after their drying. The situation with radioactive
colloidal solutions and suspensions which is similar and that is a source of
considerable consern for the radiochemists. Therefore, among the
radioactive substances, the HPs are actually a rule than an exception despite
that little attention has been paid so far on their existence and
characterization.



We are not aware of published monographs devoted especially to the
HP problem, but there are editions which contain certain information[3-8].
There is" also considerable number of original papers treating HPs but the
time is too limited for a thorough review. Therefore we confine ourselves to
the materials of several seminars on HP we have at our disposal^2-9'11}. We
will however take the liberty to cite some materials where sections devoted
to the HP problem are expected to exist but nevertheless are missing. Such
publications are the Report of the State Committee for Utilisation of the
Atomic Energy of the former USSR on the Chernobyl accident and presented
at the Meeting of IAEA in Wien, 25th - 29th of August 1986, followed by the
Final Report of the IAEA Expert Commission^12! where HPs are discussed on
a few lines only. And finally the term "MOT PARTICLE" does not exist in the
1988 Report of the United Nation Scientific Committee on the effects of the
Atomic Radiation devoted to the Chernobyl accident despite that the
existence of HPs is obvious from the numerous data presented by the Atomic
Energy Commissions t ! *

THREE STAGES OF THE "HOT PARTICLES" PROBLEM

1. The term "HOT PARTICLE" appears for the first time in the middle of the
50-ies. They were found in fallout and are a result of nuclear explosions in
the atmosphere. In the Proceedings of a Meeting in Bad Schwalbach,
F.R.G., that problem is treated and detailed information is published on
the origin, the methods of investigation and characterization of these
particles, and also on the first attempts to evaluate the risk factors due to
HPs t9). The abundance of HPs in those days was negligible and they were
treated more or less as an exotic phenomenon.

Most of the observed HPs from the nuclear explosions are aerosols -
evaporated fission fragments, activation products and actinides absorbed
on the surface of dust particles. It is interesting to note that occasionally
"monoelement" radioactive particles were detected and now that type is
a considerable fraction of the HPs released during the Chernobyl
accidental

2. The detection of HPs after the Chernobyl accident was a surprise
although their presence had to be anticipated. The first publications
appeared in Nature^14'16!. There was a special Meeting in October 1987
devoted to HPs in Germany^ but the real interest appeared later as one
can see from the Proceedings from the Meetings in Kiev in 199lUl) and in
Znoimo, Clieckoslovakia, in October t10)

Our opinion is that despite the numerous investigations on Chernobyl
HPs their origin and properties are not completely known.

3. Another unexpected fact is the discovery of HPs in American Nuclear
Power Plants in 1986 - see the review of Reecet17^ The same problem is
discussed in greater details in U8], HPs with very high activities are
reported in those papers; they are not dust particles but are activated
metal particles or fuel particles from defective fuel pins and fuel
assemblies. Identical particles were found in the Nuclear Power Plant at



Kozloduy, Bulgaria, during the summer of 1992. Prior to those
observations a great number of particles with much smaller activities
and dimensions similar to the Chernobyl ones were detected.

The discovery of IIPs in North American and Bulgarian Nuclear Power
Plants was not a surprise for us. It is very probable such particles are
existing in other Nuclear Power Plants.

METHODS OF DETECTION AND INVESTIGATION OF "HOT PARTICLES"

Detecting and collecting HPs one by one is not so simple as it may look. In
the presence of high background radiation as was the case in Bulgaria
during May - June 1986 the discovery of a single HP ( with an activity higher
than the background) was performed by a portable radiometer and by a
thin window GM detector mounted on a long handle. Later came the
problems of removing the particle from the surface where it was found and
to ils isolation from the neighbouring radioactive contaminations. The exact
localisation of a particle was performed by a beta - detector (SBT-9, USSR)
with diameter of the window 6 mm. The isolation of individual particles is
essential since that is the way to study the nature of the HP contaminations.
The investigations of individual HPs in the nuclear power plans in the U.S.A.
and at present at Kozloduy nuclear power station show that this is the also
the way to study their origin and with that information to make important
conclusions concerning the technological processes.

Collecting of samples of HPs by an air filter was considered at first as a
reliable method for evaluation of their concentration in the air. However,
during the investigations of the Chernobyl fallout it was found that the air
filters collect light HPs only. That fact is easily understood since the heavy
particles fall down while the lighter ones remain in the air for a longer time
subjected to the Brownian motion. Therefore it is considered as more reliable
method the collection of HPs on horizontally placed plane - tables, a method
applied in the 50th o ^

Gamma - spectrometry is used to study the nuclide content of HPs. The
number" of papers on alpha- and beta-spectroscopy is limited.

Limited but highly informative are papers on electron microscope
photographs of HPs. The best are data obtained by Scanning Electron
Microprobe facilities which to identify the element composition of the HPs.

Studying HPs by autoradiography is a widely used method since the 50th of
years. The most valuable information which one can derive from
autoradiographs is the activity distribution of the HPs. Far more difficult is
to use the autoradiography for identification of the radiation emitted by the
HPs. Relatively simple is the identification of particles containing alpha -
nuclides by nitro -cellulose solid state detectors.

Practically no attention has been paid in the past to the physical - chemical
behaviour of HPs - e.g. their solubility in different solvents. In the last years
there are detailed investigations on the problem^.



DIRECT AND INDIRECT RISK FROM THE "HOT PARTICLES"

Since the" 50-ies a number of scientists have worked on the risk existing for a
person if a HP is inhaled!2-9-10]. The evaluation of that risk is based on
rough or more detailed models of the HP behaviour inside the lungs ( the
probability of its retaining and migration) on the doze distribution inside the
surrounding tissue, on the probabilities of eventual dissolving , resorbtion or
clearing out of the particle. From the papers which we have on our disposal
we can deduce that the probability of that risk is comparable with the risk
for homogeneous distribution of the same activity. However experiments in
that field are practically absent.

Far less is investigated the risk factor when an active HP enters the eyes or
sticks to the epidermis. Special attention is paid to those problems in the
publications considering the HPs in nuclear power plants in the U.S.A.I17'18!.

Indirectly the HP can be a risk factor when they create a "reservoir of
radioactive contaminations" as is the case for some regions in Belorussia
and Ukraine!11]. In smaller scale such "reservoirs" can be premises
containing light radioactive dust. That dust can contaminate vast areas
when released in the atmosphere. In that way the effects of the radioactive
contamination on the humans are substantially increased.

CONCLUSIONS

We consider that the problem "HOT PARTICLES" deserves further-
investigation both on the nature and properties and also on the risk for the
humans.
We consider that the discovery of HPs inside nuclear power plants is of
special interest and the present project should be either extended or
recommendations for a new project should be made if the Participants of the
present RCM consider the problem to be of special importance for the
radiation safety of nuclear energy production.
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